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Welcome to the Tortoise QuickTake podcast. Thank you for joining us. Today, Tortoise provides a timely update on
trending topics in the market.
Hello I am Matt Sallee, Energy Portfolio Manager at Tortoise. It was a wild ride last week in markets where the S&P was
“Trumped” by self-inflicted headwinds from a reinvigorated trade war with our largest trading partner. It’s always great when
you are enjoying a relaxing sun drenched Sunday afternoon and a Bloomberg message pops up informing you that the Dow
futures are down 500 points because of a new round of tariffs. However energy fared much better boosted by strong
earnings and M&A news.
Regarding earnings at this point in the quarter, we’ve had virtually all of our midstream portfolio companies report and the
trend continues for yet another great round of updates. Specifically, only one company in our MLP portfolios missed and
several beat estimates while the rest were in line. On a weighted average basis, our companies reported EBITDA over 4%
better than our estimates. Pretty impressive considering the last several quarters have been really good leading to ever
increasing forecasts. We’ve given updates the last couple of weeks so I’ll just add that last week’s reports continued the
trend of production and transportation volumes coming in Hot (which has become the key phrase of Q1) and in some cases
a bit of capex creep. Obviously the former was received well, the latter, not so much. Speaking of strong volumes, midstream
companies reporting last week continued the theme of a surprisingly large benefit from having capacity to capitalize on
discounted oil and gas in the Permian and deliver it to market.
But enough about fundamentals, we’ve been talking about that the last several quarters and the market doesn’t really care.
What does the market care about? Catalysts…and it was a big week for those!
I’ll start with Anadarko. We’ve been tracking the Occidental Petroleum jet all over the globe trying to predict how the highly
followed battle for Anadarko would play out. Now we already have a large research budget (don’t worry, paid for by the
advisor) but who knew we’d need to add high-priced jet–tracking software to stay ahead of the market. If you have no idea
what I’m talking about just google “occidental jet.” Or for your convenience the transcript has a link to a Bloomberg video clip
that will shed some light. Anyway, the latest stop for the Oxy plane is The Hague (or, Den Haag, in Dutch). By the way, why
is The Hague, “The” Hague instead of just “Hague?” I asked my wife who lived in Amsterdam for a year and she couldn’t tell
me. Now this is really none of my business but I think they should drop the “the”…it worked out pretty well for Facebook.
Moving on “The” Hague is home of Royal Dutch Shell which begs the question what would they be talking to them about?
One theory is they’re talking with Shell about the joint venture they have with Anadarko in the Permian which has been a
source of friction in the past. Another theory which I personally see as more likely is that Oxy is talking with them about
selling Anadarko’s Gulf of Mexico assets. We estimate these assets would fetch several billion dollars which combined with
the sale of the African asset to Total would hit the top end of their divestiture target. This would likely be a positive outcome
for Western Gas as it would take away the current uncertainty that results from speculation they are on the block. And who
knows, maybe Oxy would still want to monetize WES since the bid now has such a large cash component. And I assume
you are all up to speed, but last Thursday Chevron announced they would not be coming back with a higher offer so Oxy
appears to be the winning bidder and we’ll know their divestiture plan soon enough.
Next up, MPLX Logistics and Andeavor Logistics announced a deal where ANDX would be acquired by MPLX. This was
expected to be announced this quarter but we got a nice surprise in that the conversion ratio was higher for the public
unitholders than for the units owned by MPC. This allowed MPLX to benefit from great accretion from the deal and ANDX
unitholders get a modest premium. Well done Marathon.
Last and certainly not least, earlier this year we did a 2019 outlook piece where we forecasted catalysts to drive midstream
performance. This included a number of themes but one of the main ones is if public midstream continues to trade this cheap
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private capital is going to take somebody out. In fact, internally we speculated Buckeye would sell last fall when they were
undergoing a strategic review. They were a very logical candidate given elevated leverage, very tight coverage and
headwinds in their Caribbean storage business. Well, timing’s everything and like many good economists, we were about six
months early but Friday BPL announced they were selling to IFM Investors, an infrastructure fund manager owned by
Australian pension funds. And indeed it does confirm one of our key themes that if public companies continue trading at
these discounts someone is going to take advantage. The deal translates to a 28% premium to Thursday’s close. Clearly this
is a big boost for the space and is yet another data point that despite what public markets are saying these assets have
tremendous value. Furthermore, I don’t think it’s a coincidence that the premium lines up with the current EV/EBITDA
discount midstream that we’re trading at. The all-cash nature also provides a huge technical tailwind to the space.
Effectively this is $6.7 billion of new money entering the space as we and other investors have their BPL position basically
converted to cash…..cash that needs to be redeployed into other midstream names. I don’t think I can over emphasize that
this is a big deal. This transaction is unprecedented. We’ve had large deals that were stock for stock. We’ve had small deals
that were cash. But to my recollection this is first time we’ve had an all cash deal for a large midstream entity.
Bottom line…last week the S&P Index was down 2% and the Uber IPO lost 8% in its trading debut (plus another 10% this
morning)…meanwhile the XLE was flat despite the trade war and MLPs were up 2.5%. New money if you’re listening, come
on in, the water’s fine.
There is one breaking news item to mention this morning as Saudi Arabia said two of its oil tankers were attacked while
sailing toward the Persian Gulf Sunday. Oil was up almost two dollars at one point this morning on the news. That’s it for
today, thanks for listening.
Oxy jet video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t5ajddtbQhc
Why The Hague: https://theculturetrip.com/europe/the-netherlands/articles/the-story-behind-the-hagues-name/
Thank you for joining us. And stay tuned for our next cast. Have topics you want covered or other feedback to
share? Write us at info@tortoiseadvisors.com.
The S&P 500® Index is a market-value weighted index of equity securities.
The PCE inflation rate is the Personal Consumption Expenditures Price Index. It measures price changes for household
goods and services. Increases in the PCEPI warn of inflation while decreases indicate deflation.
Broad Energy = The S&P Energy Select Sector® Index is a capitalization-weighted index of S&P 500® Index companies
in the energy sector involved in the development or production of energy products.
Producers = Tortoise North American Oil & Gas Producers IndexSM
The Tortoise North American Oil & Gas Producers IndexSM is a float-adjusted, capitalization weighted index of North
American energy companies primarily engaged in the production of crude oil, condensate, natural gas or natural gas liquids
(NGLs). The index includes exploration and production companies structured as corporations, limited liability companies and
master limited partnerships but excludes United States royalty trusts.
MLPs = The Tortoise MLP Index® is a float-adjusted, capitalization weighted index of energy master limited partnerships
(MLPs). The index is comprised of publicly traded companies organized in the form of limited partnerships or limited liability
companies engaged in transportation, production, processing and/or storage of energy commodities.
The indices are the exclusive property of Tortoise Index Solutions, LLC, which has contracted with S&P Opco, LLC (a
subsidiary of S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC) (“S&P Dow Jones Indices”) to calculate and maintain the Tortoise MLP Index®,
Tortoise North American Pipeline IndexSM and Tortoise North American Oil and Gas Producers IndexSM (each an “Index”).
S&P® is a registered trademark of Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC (“SPFS”); Dow Jones® is a registered
trademark of Dow Jones Trademark Holdings LLC (“Dow Jones”); and, these trademarks have been licensed to S&P Dow
Jones Indices. “Calculated by S&P Dow Jones Indices” and its related stylized mark(s) have been licensed for use by
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Tortoise Index Solutions, LLC and its affiliates. Neither S&P Dow Jones Indices, SPFS, Dow Jones nor any of their affiliates
sponsor and promote the Index and none shall be liable for any errors or omissions in calculating the Index.
Disclaimer: Nothing contained in this communication constitutes tax, legal, or investment advice. Investors must consult
their tax advisor or legal counsel for advice and information concerning their particular situation. This podcast contains
certain statements that may include “forward-looking statements.” All statements, other than statements of historical fact,
included herein are “forward-looking statements.” Although Tortoise believes that the expectations reflected in these forwardlooking statements are reasonable, they do involve assumptions, risks and uncertainties, and these expectations may prove
to be incorrect. Actual events could differ materially from those anticipated in these forward-looking statements as a result of
a variety of factors. You should not place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements. This podcast reflects our
views and opinions as of the date herein, which are subject to change at any time based on market and other conditions. We
disclaim any responsibility to update these views. These views should not be relied on as investment advice or an indication
of trading intention. Discussion or analysis of any specific company-related news or investment sectors are meant primarily
as a result of recent newsworthy events surrounding those companies or by way of providing updates on certain sectors of
the market. Tortoise, through its family of registered investment advisers, does provide investment advice to Tortoise related
funds and others that includes investment into those sectors or companies discussed in these podcasts. As a result, Tortoise
does stand to beneficially profit from any rise in value from many of the companies mentioned herein including companies
within the investment sectors broadly discussed.
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